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A Appendix

A.1 Apparent type classifications using di↵erent parameters

In the following two figures we show the relative distribution of types as a function of various

cuto↵s. For Figure 1, we keep a 0.5 ball around the behavioral type guess. We count the

number of games where that subject’s decision matches the behavioral type’s prediction. We

then identify the (perhaps non-unique) behavioral type with the largest count and call this

the subject’s modal type. Since the modal type may not be unique, we count a subject

that has n behavioral strategies {m
1

, ...,m

n

} for her modal type as 1/n of an m

i

player, for

m

i

2 {L1, L2, L3, EQ,D1, D2} for 1  i  n. For any q 2 {1, ..., 20} and any behavioral type

m

i

, we can compute the number of subjects whose modal type corresponds to m

i

and who

match that type in q or more games. Figure 1 shows for each number of games q, for each

behavioral type m
i

2 {L1, L2, L3, EQ,D1, D2}, the number of subjects who in at least q games

play m

i

– up to 0.5 – and who have m
i

as their modal type. When we require subjects to play

the same behavioral type in only one game in order to be classified all but 2 of the 150 subjects

are classified. While L1 and EQ are the most common types, L1 is more prevalent when we

require subjects to play a type only in 6 games or less to be classified. Once the threshold is

7 or more games (up to 13 or less), EQ is slightly more prevalent. However, overall the figure

shows that the relative distribution of types is quite stable.

Figure 2 shows that similar conclusions hold when we allow subjects to deviate up to 5

instead of 0.5 from each behavioral type guess.
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Figure 1.—The number of subjects classi-
fied as a specific behavioral type when we re-
quire subjects to play at least q games with
a guess at most 0.5 di↵erent from that be-
havioral type guess to be classified.

Figure 2.—The number of subjects classi-
fied as a specific behavioral type when we re-
quire subjects to play at least q games with
a guess at most 0.5 di↵erent from that be-
havioral type guess to be classified.

A.2 The number of behavioral type guesses dependent on the number of

modal type guesses

For each participant we compute the modal type (the behavioral type they use most often),

and compute the number of modal type guesses made. We then compute the total number

of behavioral type guesses made. This will be, of course, at least as large as the number of

modal type guesses. It may be larger if a subject switches between several behavioral types.

Figure 3 shows that 91% of subjects have at most only 3 behavioral type guesses that are not

their modal type.

A.3 Behavioral Types Identified by Maximum Likelihood Estimation

Since the apparent type classification method fails to capture subjects that implement a behav-

ioral strategy with noise, we therefore consider, following CGC, a maximum likelihood method

where we estimate each subjects’ type. We assume that each subjects’ behavior is determined,

with error, by one of the behavioral types, or is completely random.1 Denote by x

i

g

the guess of

subject i in game g and let xi = (xi
1

, . . . , x

i

20

). Let tik
g

be the ideal guess of subject i if she used

the type k 2 {L1, L2, L3, D1, D2, EQ} strategy in game g 2 {1, . . . , 20}. If [l
i

, u

i

] is subject i’s

guessing range in game g, we define U

ik

g

= [l
i

, u

i

] \ [tik
g

� 0.5, tik
g

+ 0.5]; let V ik

g

= [l
i

, u

i

] \ U ik

g

.

Because tik
g

can be within 0.5 units of one of i’s limits, the length l

ik

g

of the interval U ik

g

satisfies

1Although there are slight di↵erences in notation, our maximum likelihood estimation procedure is identical
to the one in CGC.
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Figure 3.—For each number of modal type guesses of a subject, the number of total behavioral
type guesses that subject made.

0.5  l

ik

g

 1. If player i guesses xi
g

in game g (where i’s target is t
i

) and j guesses y, then i’s

expected monetary payo↵ is a function of ei ⌘ |xi
g

� t

i

y| with s

i(ei) as defined in Section 2.4.

Let bk
g

(y) be the probability player i of type k assigns to j playing y in game g. The expected

monetary payo↵ to i by playing x

i

g

in game g and having type k beliefs is given by

S

k

g

(xi
g

) ⌘ $2

300
⇥
Z

u

j

l

j

s

i(|xi
g

� t

i

y|)bk
g

(y)dy (1)

We assume that each subject makes errors around her type’s ideal choice. In particular,

following CGC, we a assume a spike-logit error structure: with probability 1 � " (where 0 
"  1), a type k subject makes a guess according to a uniform distribution over U ik

g

and, with

probability ", she guesses according to a logistic distribution over V

ik

g

with noise parameter

� � 0. That is, we can write the p.d.f. of a type k subject’s guess in game g over U ik

g

[V

ik

g

as:

f

k

g

(xi
g

) =

8
>>>><

>>>>:

(1� ") 1

l

ik

g

if xi
g

2 U

ik

g

"

exp(�S

k

g

(x

i

g

))R
x2V

ik

g

exp(�S

k

g

(x))dx

if xi
g

2 V

ik

g

(2)

Assuming that, given subject i’s type, her guesses are independent across games, we can

write the log-likelihood of all of i’s guesses, xi, given her type k and error parameters " and �.
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We can find the maximum likelihood value "

ML

analytically.2 We have "

ML

= n

ik

20

where n

ik

is the number of games in which x

i

g

falls in V

ik

g

.

Since the procedure forces that we classify all 150 subjects as one of the behavioral types

{L1, L2, L3, D1, D2, EQ}; we test, following CGC, whether the subject’s maximum likelihood

is significantly greater than that of playing uniform random over the guessing range.3 For 14

of our subjects, we cannot reject the null that their maximum likelihood estimate is equal to

random uniform play (their restricted maximum likelihood estimate) at the 5% level.4

A.4 Type Transition in the Replicate Treatment

In this section we classify subjects in Phase I and Phase II of the Replicate treatment using

the “strategy level” classification. In the Replicate treatment, we expect a subject classified as

a behavioral type m in Phase I to be classified as that same behavioral type m in Phase II.

A.4.1 Type Transition Given the Apparent Type Classification

Table 1 shows the type transitions of the 63 participants in the Replicate treatment using the

apparent type classification.5 Rows give the classification of the Phase I behavior and columns

the classification of the Phase II behavior; the cell entries represent the number of subjects with

that pair of Phase I and Phase II classifications. The entries in bold correspond to subjects

who have a type transition as expected of subjects replicating their rule.

2

L(k, ",�) =
20X

g=1

log fk

g

(xi

g

) =

= (20� n

ik) log(1� ") + n

ik log "+
X

g2N

ik

log
h

exp(�Sk

g

(xi

g

))R
V

ik
g

exp(�Sk

g

(x))dx

i
� (20� n

ik) log lik
g

,

where N

ik is the set of games in which x

i

g

2 V

ik

g

and n

ik is the number of games in N

ik. We estimate k, ",

and � by maximizing L(k, ",�). We can find "

ML

, the maximum likelihood value of ", analytically; "
ML

= n

ik

20
solves @L(k, ",�)/@" = 0.

3For player i in a game g, setting � = 0 and ✏ =
ui�li�l

ik
g

ui�li
in Equation 2 sets fk

g

(xi

g

) = 1
ui�li

if xi

g

2 U

ik

g

[V

ik

g

(i.e. if x

i

g

2 [l
i

, u

i

]) and f

k

g

(xi

g

) = 0 otherwise. Note that "

ML

= n

ik

20 is used to compute the unrestricted
maximum likelihood estimate for subject i assuming i is of type k; there is only one value of "

ML

for each i

and k that is used to compute the likelihoods over all Phase I guesses. Hence, to properly nest the restricted
model in the unrestricted model, we must again use exactly one value of "

R

for a given i and k. Accordingly,

we set "
R

= 1
20

P
g2G

ui�li�l

ik
g

ui�li
(where G equals the set of games played (G1 or G2)). When � = 0 and " = "

R

,
Equation 2 approximates uniform random play over the guessing range.

4If we use 10%, 9 subjects are unclassified.
5Recall that a subject is classified as a certain behavioral type if at least 40% of her guesses are within 0.5

of the exact guesses made by that type.
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REP Uncl. L1 L2 L3 EQ D1 D2 Ph I
Uncl. 42 2 – – 1 – – 45
L1 1 4 – – – – – 5
L2 1 – 3 – – – – 4
L3 – – – 1 – – – 1
EQ 1 – – – 5 – – 6
D1 1 – – – – 1 – 2
D2 – – – – – – – –

Ph II 46 6 3 1 6 1 – 63

Table 1.—Replicate type transition using the apparent type classification

If we assume that an unclassified participant remains unclassified, then 56/63, that is 89%

of subjects have the expected type transition. When we restrict attention to participants that

are classified in Phase I, 14/18, that is 78% of subjects conform to expectations.

One open question from the Section 4 concerns the 28% of classified participants that are

not classified as replicators using the guess-level prediction. It could be that a large fraction

conforms to expected behavior once we use the strategy-level prediction. This is not the case.

Of the 18 classified participants 13 are replicators in Phase II, 14 conform with the expected

strategy in Phase II and 12 fulfill both criteria.

Finally, we can turn the prediction exercise around; of the 17 subjects classified in Phase II,

14, that is 82%, are subjects that were classified in Phase I, and all but two of those retained

the same classification as expected of subjects that replicate.

A.4.2 Type Transition given by the MLE(5%)

In the Replicate treatment, we classified 56 of the 63 participants using MLE(5%). Table 2

shows the transition of each subject where we classify strategies in Phase I and Phase II

separately.

When we assume that an unclassified participant remains unclassified, then 41/63, 65%,

have the expected type transition. When we restrict attention to players that are classified in

Phase I, 36/56, that is 64% of subjects have the expected classification transitions.

Finally we can turn the prediction exercise around and try to predict Phase I play given

Phase II play. Of the 62 subjects classified in Phase II as behavioral types, 60 were classified

in Phase I. However, only 58% retained classification as expected.
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REP Uncl. L1 L2 L3 EQ D1 D2 Ph I
Uncl. 5 1 – – – 1 – 7
L1 1 15 4 – 1 2 – 23
L2 1 2 6 – – – – 9
L3 – – – 1 – – – 1
EQ 1 1 – – 10 1 – 13
D1 – 2 2 – – 3 1 8
D2 – – – 1 – – 1 2

Ph II 8 21 12 2 11 7 2 63

Table 2.—Replicate type transition using the MLE(5%) classification

A.4.3 The boundaries between classification and type consistent transitions

MLE(5%) classifies 56 participants in Phase I, which is more than the 18 classified by the ap-

parent type classification. Using the apparent type method, 14 participants have the expected

type transition, for a rate of 78%. For the maximum likelihood method, 36, that is 64%, have

the expected type transition. All the 18 participants classified by the apparent type method

in Phase I retain the same classification using MLE(5%), which in addition classifies another

38 participants. Of those additional 38 participants only an additional 18 (47%) have a type

transition conforming with the replication model (significantly less than 78%, p < 0.04).

We use two approaches to assess whether the rate of 47% of expected type transitions

of the 38 additional participants captured by MLE(5%) is high or low. First, we compare

the transition rate of all 43 additional classified subjects–who may be BehError subjects,

random subjects and/or (misclassified) omitted types–to the subset of 18 subjects we have

clearly identified as omitted types. Of the 18 subjects that are classified as replicators but not

as behavioral types using the apparent type classification, 16 are classified in Phase I using

MLE(5%), 6 as L1, 1 as L2, 3 as EQ, 4 as D1 and 2 as D2. This suggests that MLE(5%) may

have substantially over-fitted subjects as behavioral game theory types. Of those 16 subjects,

9 (56%) conform to the expected type transition in Phase II using MLE(5%). Note that there

is a way to think of 56% as not very impressive. Think of a subject that is an omitted type,

and misclassified by MLE(5%) as a behavioral type. If that subject then perfectly replicates

her decisions, she will be, once more, misclassified as exactly that same behavioral game theory

type. So, this subject would appear to be “correctly” classified by MLE(5%) and might be

thought of as a BehError subject, even though, in our design, we could identify this subject

as an omitted type!6 In light of this, the fact that MLE(5%) classifies additional subjects as

6Of the 6 omitted types classified as L1 in Phase I, 4 remain L1, 1 turns into EQ and one into D1. The
omitted type classified as L2 remains L2. Of the 3 omitted types classified as EQ in Phase I, two remain a
EQ, one turns into D1. Of the 4 omitted types classified as D1 in Phase I, one turns into L1, one into L2, one
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behavioral types – subjects of whom many have been identified as omitted types – and that

all those additional subjects have a 47% chance to conform to expectations in Phase II, may

not be that impressive.

Second, we highlight the tradeo↵ between classifying subjects as behavioral types and

identifying subjects whose behavior in Phase II conforms to the behavior expected by the

classification of the subjects’ Phase I play. We therefore first force every subject to be classified

as one of the types {L1, L2, L3, EQ,D1, D2}. Denote by ⌧

I

i

the type in Phase I that MLE

attributes to i, i.e., that has the highest likelihood for subject i. For each subject i, we then

compute the likelihood l(⌧ I
i

) that subject i behaves in Phase II according to that same type ⌧ I
i

.

To do this, we force the Phase II rule of every subject to be among {L1, L2, L3, EQ,D1, D2}.
We therefore have, for every subject i, the likelihood l(⌧ I

i

) that she plays the type she is

classified as in Phase I, and l(⌧ II
i

), the likelihood that her Phase II type is a replication of

her Phase I type. For an easier comparison, Figure 4 shows (�ln(l(⌧ I
i

)),�ln(l(⌧ II
i

))) for every

subject. To visualize the tradeo↵ between classifying participants above and beyond subjects

classified by the apparent type method from Section 3, we distinguish, in Figure 4 between

subjects that were classified by the apparent type method (C) and those that were unclassified

(UC).7

The main result from Figure 4 is that the likelihood with which a subject is identified as

playing the replication to her Phase I type is quite lower when we move beyond the subjects

that were already classified by the apparent type method. The average of �ln(l(⌧ II
i

)), 48.1, for

the 18 subjects classified by the apparent type method, is significantly lower than 105.9, the

average for the 45 subjects not classified by the apparent type method, a significant di↵erence

using the non-parametric Mann Whitney test, p < 0.01.8

We provide a second test to assess the extent to which subjects classified as behavioral

game theory types can be thought of as replicating the behavioral types associated with their

Phase I play. Specifically, for each subject i, consider ⌧

II

i

, the type that corresponds to the

remains D1 and one turns into D2. Of the 2 as D2 classified subjects, only one remains D2 in Phase II, the
other turns into L3. Two omitted type subjects are not classified in Phase I, and they remain unclassified in
Phase II.

713 of the 18 subjects classified by the apparent type method correspond to the 13 subjects that have the
highest likelihood to be associated with a behavioral type in Phase I. The others are the 15th to the 19th subject
identified by the apparent type method when ordered by the likelihood to be associated with a behavioral
type in Phase I per MLE. All subjects classified as behavioral types by the apparent type method retain their
classifications under MLE.

8Note that the 7 subjects deemed unclassified under MLE(5%) have an average of 116.50, economically
somewhat, and statistically significantly higher than the 104.00 of the subjects classified only under MLE(5%)
but not the apparent type method (p = 0.045 using a Mann-Whitney test). Note that this does not change
the significant di↵erence between subjects classified only under the apparent type method and those classified
in addition under MLE(5%), (p < 0.01 using a Mann-Whitney test). The 7 subjects deemed unclassified by
MLE(5%) correspond to the last 3 subjects and the 55th, 52nd, 50th and 41st of the 63 subjects, when considering
the ordering induced by likelihood �ln(l(⌧ I

i

)) of playing the strategy subjects are associated with in Phase I.
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Figure 4.—For each subject i we plot the likelihoods (�ln(l(⌧ I
i

)),�ln(l(⌧ II
i

))) where ⌧ I
i

is the
type that corresponds to i’s Phase I classification and hence ⌧

II

i

is the replication of ⌧ I
i

. We
distinguish between subjects that were classified by the apparent type method (C) and those
that were not (UC).

replication to the classification of her Phase I type. We can compute the average distance over

the 20 games between her guess in Phase II, xII
i

, and her expected guess given ⌧

II

i

: |xII
i

� ⌧

II

i

|.
We denote this as her strategy miss distance. Once more, while we use for every subject

the Phase I strategy as estimated by MLE, we distinguish between subjects already classified

by the apparent type method and others. This helps assess the tradeo↵ of classifying more

subjects and capturing those whose behavior corresponds to replications of their Phase I types.

The strategy miss distance of the 18 subjects classified by the apparent type method is 45.42,

compared to 125.52 for the 45 other subjects, (p < 0.01).

A.5 Classified Subjects: Comparison with CGC

We found that 30% of participants are classified using the apparent type method. While we use

the same apparent type classification method as CGC, they have significantly more subjects

classified as behavioral types, 49% (p = 0.005). Table 3 shows the fraction of participants

classified as each behavioral type. Most notably we have fewer L1 and L2 types, though

roughly the same number of equilibrium types.

There are two potential reasons why we have a di↵erent number of subjects classified

as behavioral game theory types using the apparent type method than CGC has. The first

concerns the games we use and the second the subjects.
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We say that a game has type separation of K for player i, if for any types ⌧

1

i

, ⌧

2

i

2
{L1, L2, L3, L4, EQ} with ⌧

1

i

6= ⌧

2

i

we have |⌧1
i

(x) � ⌧

2

i

(x)| � K, where ⌧

j

i

(x) is the action

prescribed by strategy ⌧

j

i

for j = 1, 2. In our experiments, subjects play 8 random games, that

have a type separation of at least 30, games 11� 18 in Table 1, and 4 of the CGC games that

have type separation of at least 10, games 1� 6 in Table 1, of which they play two from both

sides. This results in 14 games with type separation, or 70% of all games. In contrast, of the

8 CGC games only 4 have type separation. Since in CGC subjects play every game from both

sides, this results in 50% of games with type separation.

To assess the role of the type of games for the classifications of participants, we make two

comparisons. First, we compare the classification in all 20 games to the classification we would

have obtained had we only used the 14 games with type separation (see Type-Sep Games in

Table 3). For all comparisons we keep a threshold of 40% for the apparent type classification.

That is, a subject has to have a guess not further than 0.5 from the same behavioral game

theory type guess in at least 40% of games to be classified as that behavioral type. The number

of classified subjects drops from 30% to 24% when we go from using all 20 games to only using

the 14 games with type separation.

Second, since our subjects play 10 CGC games and 10 new games, two of which have a

dominant strategy for one player, we can compare the classification in those two subsets of

games, that have 60% and 80% of games with type separation, respectively. While 39% of

subjects are classified in the 10 games we use from CGC, only 33% of subjects are classified

in the new games. While almost a 16% drop, this di↵erence is not significant, p = 0.335.

Note, however, that the number of subjects classified in just the CGC games in our data is

not significantly di↵erent from the classification in the CGC data (92 unclassified subjects out

of 150 is not significantly di↵erence from 45 unclassified subjects out of 88, p = 0.137). When

we compare the number of subjects unclassified in the 10 non-CGC games (101 out of 150) to

the CGC data (45 out of 88), the di↵erence is significant, p = 0.019.

A second possible explanation is that our participants are not as sophisticated as the

students used by CGC, or that they are not su�ciently motivated given the incentives at

hand. Recall, however, that we have 20 participants in the Memory treatment who in Phase

I best respond to the guess of a computer they observe, and 10 participants in the ShowGuess

treatment who in Phase II best responded to their Phase I guess after observing their Phase I

guess. Of the 400 guesses made by the 20 participants in the Memory treatment, all but 3 are

within 0.5 of the best response, and of the 200 guesses made in the ShowGuess treatment, all

but 2 are within 0.5 of the best response. This suggests that our participants are willing and

able to calculate the best response to a guess, even when we only pay them, as in these two

cases at most $1 per guess.
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To assess the sophistication of subjects we can also assess the extent to which they make

dominated guesses which are not accounted for by any behavioral game theory model. Only

about one third of subjects (44) have no dominated guess, though two thirds (97) have two

dominated guesses or less. While CGC do not have a similar analysis they have more exclusion

criteria than we do. This way they may eliminate players who make many mistakes.

Table 3.—Classification comparison with CGC

ALL SUBJECTS L1 L2 L3 EQ D1 D2 Uncl. N
Our Data

All Games (20) 9.3% 6.7% 1.3% 10% 2.7% 0% 70% (105) 150
Type-Sep Games (14) 6.7% 4.7% 1.3% 9.3% 2% 0% 76% (114) 150
Just CGC Games (10) 13% 8% 1.7% 12% 3% 1% 61.3% (92) 150
Non CGC Games (10) 9.3% 8.3% 1.3% 11.3% 2.3% 0% 67.3% (101) 150
CGC Data

All Games (16) 22.7% 13.6% 2.3% 10.2% 0% 0% 51.1% (45) 88
Our Data: Rational

All Games (20) 15.9% 9.1% 2.3% 20.5% 4.5% 0% 47.7% (21) 44
Type-Sep Games (14) 13.6% 4.5% 2.3% 13.6% 4.5% 0% 61.4% (27) 44
Just CGC Games (10) 19.3% 11.4% 3.4% 22.7% 5.7% 3.4% 34.1% (15) 44
Non CGC Games (10) 15.9% 11.4% 2.3% 15.9% 4.5% 0% 50% (22) 44
CGC Data: Rational

All Games (16) 27% 21.6% 5.4% 18.9% 0% 0% 27% (10) 37

For several subsets of games the fraction of participants classified as various types (or left
unclassified). We compare data from this paper (Our Data) to data from CGC (CGC Data).
“Type-Sep” Games refers to the 14 of our 20 games that have type separation of at least 10.5,
“Just CGC Games” refers to the 8 games from CGC used in our experiment, of which 2 were
played from both sides, “Non CGC Games” refers to the 8 randomly drawn games with type
separation of at least 30 and the 2 games with a dominant strategy. The part of the Table
with the heading “Rational” refers to analyses where we only include subjects that made no
dominated guess in any game of the experiment.

When we condition only on participants that have no dominated guess, we have 52% of

participants who are classified. This is a significantly higher fraction than the 21% of those

subjects who have at least one dominated guess, p < 0.01.9 We can compare the fraction of

subjects who are classified among participants with no dominated guess between our data and

9When we condition on participants with one or two dominated guesses, we have 25% of participants who
are classified, significantly lower than the 52% who had no dominated guess (p = 0.006). The number is,
however, roughly similar to the 17% who are classified among participants with three or more dominated
guesses (p = 0.473).
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CGC. The di↵erence is still significant (p = 0.069).
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